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An Unusual Day in the C.A.F.E.

It all started when I walked to the C.A.F.E. this morning to meet with the other members of the alliance. The sky

was Adjective and Adjective the Noun were Verb ending in ing happily, and best of

all, my Noun weren't Verb ending in ing for once! I approached the large castle to find that there

were already tons of members there. Some were chilling out on the patio, and others were heading inside for the

cool air conditioning and refreshments. I loved the alliance's Plural noun best! Suddenly hungry, I walked

inside to grab one...but something stopped me in my tracks. The C.A.F.E. Castle's door became...a

Noun I stepped into the Noun hoping it would still take me inside. Instead, it took me over to a

Adjective Noun a good distance away from the doors that lead inside. On the table there was a

large Noun and bottle of water. "Hmm...wonder what this is for?"; I asked myself.

Deciding it was just there for anyone's enjoyment, I reached for the turkey...but a hand stopped me from picking

it up. "That's mine!"; a member said to me angrily. "I was saving it for the Plural noun ;

Confused, I stepped backwards hand headed for the castle's door again, which was now a cookie.

Exclamation ; I exclaimed.

At last though, the doorway allowed me to enter the castle. Inside, the lights were Verb . Walking into

the beanbag room, I found a huge pile of Noun in the middle of the floor. Some were sitting on the

Noun



some were propped up on Noun . "What's going on?"; I asked again.

Heading into the kitchen now, I found that the Plural noun had become large brownies...and that it was

pitch black in the room as well! "Where's my Noun when I need it?"; I asked, becoming slightly

Past tense verb .

Suddenly, the lights turned on and I was surrounded by all of the members of the alliance, as well as a large

group of Misticpet plural . "Surprise!"; They all yelled. "Happy Unusual C.A.F.E. Surprise Day!";.
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